
view with Fred Sheheen, Former Aide

to Governor and Senator Russell. The interview was con

ducted "by Jack Bass in Carndon, South Carolina, on Febru

ary 26, 197^. The interview v/as transcribed by Susan

Hathaway.

JACK BASS: . . . what is happening in the south,

what do you see as the trend?

*grAGK SHEHEEN; The moderation of the white racist

viewpoint over a period of many years. The emergence

of the black political power, the concentration of the

State on economic growth, and the eager seeking of

federal funds which will want some (inaudible) to the

states. All of those things are going on in all of

the states in the south, and they are in South Carolina.

The development of the strong two party system, the

emergence of the Republican party as a more strongly

conservative party, and the more sympathy with racialy

backward viewpoints in my opinion. I think all of those

things, with some exception, are going on throughout the

south and the political structure is developing along

those lines. At one time, when I got out of college,

I was convinced that the Republicaan .Party was going to

be the party of racial moderation in the south,
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progressive attitudes on racial questions. As a matter

of fact, m o, wnen i ., all the blacks were

in the Republican party. It was only after . . . i960*a

that the blacks migrated in the south to the Democratic

party, and it became the racialy moderate and progressive

party, and the Republicans became the more conservative

and racialy retrogressive Dartv. ;hink that those

kinds of things, which Sorae rare exceptions, are

going on all over the south, and I think that the in

fluence of the black voters in the Democratic Party has

had a marked ... as it naturally would . . . has had a

marked affect on 1& Democratic partv.

The Democratic could have very well, in the south,

ended up being the racist party, but the pride and the

participation of the black people just prevented it.

J.B. : Why did they dump the Democrats, was tha'

because the na.tional Democratic parij :

J.S.: Well, I don't whether it was because of the

national Democratic Party, or, I think it was partially

because of the national Democratic Party, but i think

it was also partly because the Republicans tried to

grab that issue and make it the method of becoming the

dominant party in the south. It just drove them away.

This happened ... I remember very specifically, I

attended the Republican Convention in RocMiill in i960,

or late '59 • • • somewhere in there, between '58 and

'60, and the blacks were still in the Republican Party

and then Kershaw came to my home county, and the blacks
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were still in the Republican Party, and this great migration

to the Democratic Party, and the polarization of the blacks

in the Democratic Party away from the Republican Party

occured shortly thereafter. I think the Kennedy's may

have had a lot to do with it, but I think the Republicans

fell into the trap and I consi it to be a trap, and

I still do of trying to make race an issue, and then they

sublimate it in more polite terms, but I don't think there

is any question about the fact, particularly in South

Carolina during the West campaign that race was the

issue.

J.3.: How broad do you think the race issue is very

much alive politically . . .

J.S.: I do. It is camouflaged in terms of being

against federal aid, in terms of state's rights, in

terms of anti-welfare, in terms of capital punishment,

m many c;

)ut it's basically a racial proposition

racial pro-position is at the basis of

many of these public stances and while nobody overtly

runs around chanting segragation any more, they are

getting the message across in a very low key camouflaged

fashion. There is no question about the fact that there

are political people largely in the Republican Party,

who will play on the race issue now to gain public

office. How if the Democrats don't do what I think

because they have to rely in this State on the black

voters to get elected. I don't think there has been

a politician in this state, elected in the Democratic
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;'arty in many years that hasn't been elected with an impor'

segmenx 01 nis support ooiaing rrom the "black peonle.

J.B.i At any level?

J.S.: Any level. You might have some isolated incidences,

but you take ion Gressette, some of the real

. . . now Marion is a gentlemen and he is intellia;gent, but

he certainly never got any black vote, nor cared about

any black votes until they all started registering, and

;hen he found himself running in the district or county

to where the black people could made the difference, an<

by golly, he came around pretty quick. So did all the

others. They know they have got tohave black votes to

get elected. Now, black votes can't elect you by them

selves, but if there is a split in the white community,

which most of the time there is, black votes can make

the difference. Even Strom Thurmond found it necessary

to make overtures to ... in order to insure his

stability in public office this last time. He can

say that he has never been a racist, and he ce n say

he always believes in equal treatment of people, but

if you go back and get some of his speeches in the

1950's and lay them down by the statements he is

making today, it would be absurdity . . . the comparison

would be obsurd.

J.B.: (inaudible)

J.S.: You can make the same comparison with most

of the people who were in public life in the 1950's and

who remained in public life today. You could do it.

But the difference is the black vote, and. that's why I
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think that the Voting Rights Act of 1965, even with all

of its inequities and I think there were some inqiti

in it was the most important piece of legislation with

respect to establish that the black people in this

country has been passed . . . despite all of the evidence.

Public accornodations, all the other Civil Rights Acts,

everything else, the Voting Rights Act of I965 was the

most important piece of legislation because it gave

blacks the political power and people respond to political

power. I think there were some faults in it. I think

there are still some faults In the legislation, but the

principle objection was achieved, and that was to put

political power in the hands of all the people, not

just the white people in the south. I think that was

the landmark piece of legislation that was for the

welfare of the black people of this country. Certainly

in the South, I can't speak for the northern states be

cause participation in voting up there may have been,

you know, but in the south, that, in my opinion, was the

landmark.

J.B.: Getting back to the Russell administration.

What do you think was the major . . .

J.S.: There were two things that I think could be

considered important historically. The first one was the

tone, the method, and the leadership of handling the first

desegregation in of public institutions in the state.

say that because I think that a different Governor, a

Wallace or a Ross Barnett, or a person of that type could

have caused real problems in South Carolina. He was, he
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is a very decent man, humane person, and kind, and he

handled it with a great deal of dignity and with no

to the black people involved, and he made it

clear that we were going to follow the course of law

and order. I think that was the first ... I think

that was one historic thing that was achieved in his

administration. It just happened to come about during

his term, but he handled it in a fashion that I con

sidered to be very profitable for the State of South

Carolina, and one which I was proud to be associated

with. The second thing that he did that I think was

of historic importance was to alter the attitude of

the State on seeking federal money. I remember n

clearly that the first time we sought a sizeable

very

federal grant, when most people were against federal

money, was for the Statute of Training for Economic

Progress Program. It was MDTA money. We found several

. . . five million dollars, I think, that was available

to South Carolina, that had not been utilized primarily

because the federal requirements were that the program.

had to be integrated. Now I remind you that this was

at a time when the state had no ... well, Clemson

was integrated in 1963, which was the first public

institution desegregated in South Carolina, and here

we were seeking federal money for massive state wide

programs in adult education and vocational education,

and training. The program had to be totally desegregated,

and he made the decision to go after that federal money,
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to sign the compliance form, to form the inter-racial

boards to govern the program, and to have the inter

racial participation in the program that was necessary

the federal money. He did it, and that set the

pattern for South Carolina's approach to federal aid,

despite all the civil rights requirements that h?

be met. I thought that was the second major thing in

his administration. It was of historic importance be

cause we could have and were encouraged by some people

to turn our backs on that money. It was leadership

training money and vocational training money. It had

been sitting there . . .

.J.: Antipathy to federal funds was really because

of the

Part

;s affecting civil rights.

y£ it. There was a traditional antipathy

to federal aid to education, partly because of that but

because of other things too. Just as sort of

general states rights attitude and no control from

Washington and all that, but in this particular instance,

the thing that v/as holding up all this money was racial.

J.B.: Wasn't race even an underlying factor . . .

J.S.: Yeah, there is no question about that. But

here we had to sign compliance forms to get that money.

We had to create inter-racial boards and inter-racial

student bodies, and inter-racial faculties when there

were no public institutions in South Carolina de-segragated

I remember quite well, we announced the program and sat

back to wait for the flack to come in, and we got some,

but I think that set the pattern to the determination
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;hat we were going to seek funds from tlu

government under all 'ederal ■programs which . . .

regardless of the conditions in order to improve the

economic well being, and the educational well being

of all the people to the peonle in the state. I

think that was the second historic thin*.

x'he thing of lasting importance that occured during

the Russell administration.

J.B.i Did you ever discuss with him or hear

his discuss why he decided not to make a race for

the Senate in 195^. "to write in campaign.

J.S.: I heard . . . yes we discussed it on

couple of occasions, Jack. I remember quite

clearly that he told me that he was being very

strongly urged to run by Mr. Byrnes, and others;

but if I recall our conversations correctly, he

had very shortly before then assumed the Presidency

of the University of South Carolina, and he did not

feel that he could exit the Presidency of the University

of South Carolina after having accepting that obligation,

on such short notice. You'd have to check the years

on this when he assumed the Presidency.

J.B.s It had been two or three y

J.S. : Well j it had been a very snorx xir

think that he ... compelling factor was a desire not

;o enter and leave the in such a short time

after having accepted that responsibility at the Uni

versity of South Carolina. That it would not have been
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appropriate, it would not have been appropriate or it

would not have appeared appropriate. He didn't want

to do it for that reason, and he felt like he ought

to wait until a later date to run for public office.

That was the only conversation that I have ever had

v/ith him . . .

J.B.: Do you know why he failed to more directly

confront that issue of self-appointment after he went

to the Senate?

J.S.: Well . . .

J.B.i PublicaHy confront it?

J.S.: Well, I think that he felt like the less

that was said about it, the more politically advantageous

it would be for him, and really on the issue of self-

appointment, the action was taken, the action was obvious,

and there was no good explanation for it, other than the

one that had been previously given. That was number one,

the feeling that a man had. had some (inaudible)

number one, the feeling that the man ... a man was

time

(inaudible) needed in Washington who ha ;ome experience

in Washington; number two, many of the state's political

and business leaders urged him to take the appointment,

and I know that for a fact, number three, his desire to

serve in Washington in the Senate. It is my personal

opinion that he was much happier in the Senate than he

was in the Governors office, that he was much more

suited to the deliberations of the legislative body
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and the questions of great mom

the United States Senate, that many of the: mundainipolitical

questions that plague our Governor, and that he prefered

that sort of political life of governmental activity

than he did in the Governor's office. I think he made

a very fine Senator, and I think he was thoroughly qualified

to be in the Senate. I think he enjoyed the Senate much

more than he did the Governor's office. But there was

no good or rational answer to "be given on the question

of self appointment other than that which had already

"been given at the time the appointment was made.

J.B.: That was given in a statement rather than in

a question answer .

J.S.: That's right.

J.B.: Do you think he made a mistake in appearing

to dodge a confrontation?

J.S.: On the self-appointment thing?

J.B.: Yeah.

J.S.i Well he had numerous press conferences after

that, where it could have been brought up ... it was

brought up ... at the time he made the statement, I

thought the reasons were spelled out as clearly as they

could be. There wasn't a whole lot to add to it. At the

time we discussed the appointment, I predl

would be very unpopular for a Governor to resign u.,

take a Senate seat, and so advised him, and . . . but

he felt like, and we felt like as the weeks and the

months moved on, that the problems of self appointment
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were evading most of the politically powerful people in

the sta" in the

state were supporting Russell in his bid for election

.jnate when that next general election came

around. I guess we were mistaking the sentiment ex

pressed by many politically influential people for a

popular Senator, but the issue of self-appointment

in my mind was the compelling issue in his defeat,

plus lesser issue of his support for the Johnsons and

his very active support and his Russell support for

the Johnsons in 1964. Johnson, at that time, was

very unpopular in the.

J.B.: Am I correct that he took . . . did no

J.S. : Absolutely.

J.S.: Well he never did believe much on polls.

Number one, he did not think much about ... he didn't

have much faith or confidence in polls, and number two

he didn't feel like there was a useful benefit that he

could derive from the (inaudible) expenditure, simply

by finding where he was and where he wasn't. In retro

spect, it might have been useful to determine the major-

issue in the minds of the people, and then approach

the issue. At the time he did not feel ... he was/^»'J

a fan of polls.
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Tany people refer to him asbeing very able

as a political office holder, not very able as a poli

tician.

i agree wixh that 100 percent. I suspec"

that I had as close and friendly of a relationship

as any person outside of his family did during those

years, and still do have a very close relationship with

him, and I admire his intellect tremendously, I still

do, I think that he had more personal integrity than

any other public office holder I have ever known, in

terms of his personal honesty, and his unwillingness to

spend the tax payers money on items of frivolous things

or on non-essential items. He had and does haV'

great deal of humility. He had nor" ?"+"11^

any other public office holder I have ever known in

South Carolina.

J.B.: Is he inherintly a shy man?

J.S. : lie is a very shy person. He is inherintly

a very shy person. He is a very private person. He

does not enjoy, in my opinion, the normal political

;ivities of idle chatter and shooting the breeze and

light and easy compliments and comments a.nd he doesn'

have lots of patience with petty political details, or

with political appointments. That is one great problem

,na"G we had. He

of min

t like to fool around with a lot

and get into lots of arguments

about it, and he is more of an intellectual figure than

a political figure in my opinion. I think he suffered

a v/hole lot fror ison syndrome.
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'. : How do you define the M"1 ry_ Stevenson

syndrome?

J.S.i A very intelligent, but unable to relate

that intelligence and that competence and that ability

in a political way to masses of people. I don't

think . . . I'm. convinced in my own mind, and I have

known a lot of Governors and lots of Senators, I don't

think we have ever had a Senator, in my life time, who

had the potential for greatness in the United States

Senate that Don Russell had. Now I think that the

Governorship was a different story. He did not like

all of the political activities that would daily,

particularly magistrates and appointments, and

Sherriff's appointments and the (inaudible) Board

and the . . . all that stuff. He didn't like all that

stuff. But in the Senate, where he was dealing with

believe that

all the time, he was superb. I do not

we have ever had in my life time a

Senator with the potential for the greatness that he

had in the Senate, and I think he would have been a

very influential Senator. He was rapidly becoming

one when he was defeated. He had the friendship and

jhe leadership of Senate, they called him in on many

important questions particularly with him just being

a freshman senator. I think he was very happy in

his judicial ... I think he was very happy as the

of the University of South Qarolina; those
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are all non-political type activities.

.: Do you think he is happier in the Appeal;

Jourt than he was as a trial Judge,

J.S.: Well, I really haven't had ... I have seen,

and had lunch with him, and we discussed it, but I

haven't really discussed his judicial responsibilities

as much as ... over extended periods of time. I was

v/ith him daily when he was in the Governor's office

and the Senate, and I knew his mind very well. In the

Senate if you will , his wife was not in Washing

ton, she remained in South Carolina, and I was with hirr

in Washington and we had dinner together most every

jvening, and I knew his mind very well during his

years in the Governorship and Senate tenure. I don'

maintain that close of contact with his judicial role,

I think he is very pleased to be on the Court of Appeals,

and I think his . . . that type of activity would probably

be better, I think he enjoyed his District judgeship,

and I ... my friends who are attorneys around the

;tate thought he was one of the finest district judges

in xne s Hiey all liked him and liked to take

case before him. They said he was very able. I think

the Appeals Court would be suited to him. It's a

cerebral sort of process, you know, and I think he would

have made a grea.t Supreme Court Justice, but by .

time he was too old for appointment.

\vi
J.B.i Not in view of L«v.is Powell though . . . not

in view of Le**is Powell's subsequent appointment.
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J.S.: I think in the absence of age in Russell's

_j might have been appointed to the Supreme Court

J.B.: Did the problems of his relationship with

Fritz Rollings, was that basically a situation of

getting two strong personalities clashing.

>ms wi relationship with

Rollings, in my opinion, had their roots m nis

itz Rollings in 1958. When two stron

people clash in a political contest (inaudible) and

I don't think that those wounds have ever healed.

There is no question that there was an unfriendly

relationship there, and whether it persists to this

day or not, I don't know, but I do know that it

persisted from the eaves. I feel it had its roots

in the defeat of 1958.

J.B.: I'm trying to get some insight into the

role of Byrnes as Governor.

J.S.: Role of Byrnes as Governor?

J.B.: Right, based, on your insight ur

you may have m you ever discussed

J.S.: I didn't discuss Byrnes*8 Governorship

with Russell much at all. I knew Mr. Byrnes, Mr.

Byrnes was alive when we were in the Governor's office.

he cud n '; with us, nor have much inflflu ...

wouldn't say influence, but he didn't visit with us or

have much activity with us while v/e were in the Governor's

office. We parted company, of course, on the basis of

and the Byrnes parted company on the
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basis of th election of Johnson. It was a pronounced

discreet, and I discussed Mr. Byrnes service in the

federal government with him many times, but I never did

discuss his service in the Governor's office much with

never did come up much fo: reason.

J.B. : There are two general in: ,10ns we

near 01

helped pr

les's role as Governor; one, that he

the state for coming social change be

cause of his support of the sales tax resulted in great

penditures of funds toward upgrading black schools in

South Carolina consequently in the long run, much

helped prepare the state; the other view which is a

little less prevalent and more critical is that Byrnes

was in a unique position in 195^ Governor of South

rolina, a deep south state, a man that had been on

well as

being in Washington in the highest levels of government

in both national and international affairs and therfore

ridual who certainly should have had

to have a much broader perspective than any other southern

governor. Wi"th that background, was cast into a position

where he could have exercised the role of leadership

after the 19|v school desegregation decision to pave

the way for acceptance of a decision that was the law

of the land in working out a means of implementation,■

would have been far more disruptive than v/hat it v/as.

The question in my mind, do you c

and also fair twenty years later?

ider that valid
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J.S.: Well, let me say this now, with respect

to Jimmy Byrnes's governorship, I was a student in

high school when he assumed Governorship, and. I didn't

. . . of course I graduated from college in 1958, after

he had removed himself from the political scene in the

state and there was an ming gubernatorial term

in there. So I know Mr. Byrnes by reputation, I knew

Mr. Byrnes by reputation, and my knowledge of history

in South Carolina, and I knew him personally after I

joined the staff for Donald Russell. We went places

together from time to time as he accompanied the Governor.

I knew of his participation in the Senate . . . the

write in Senate contest in 1952 in which Senator Strom

Thurmond was elected, and I knew of his political

in the 1960's on behalf of the Republican

Party, and something of his political attitudes because

I was in the Governors office and I knew something of

his personal relationship with Donald Russell during

-hose years. Based on all of those things,-fhe knowledge

of history and of specific events and of the man, and

his activities during my years in political life

when he was still active, I was not and am not an admirer

of Jimmy Byrnes. I think he had a great federal career,

but based on what I know both from history and from

conversations, I think he came back to South Carolina

an embittered person because of his disappointments in

Washington both in the Vice-Presidential selection in the

, and in his . . . in relationship which resulted

in his dismissal bv Harry Truman as ;tary of State.
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;hink that he did all of the damage that he

possibly could to the Democratic party after he left

the Governor's office. I think he feel into the pattern

of segregation and the championship of segregation while

he v/as in the Governor's office even though he did put

in sales tax to upgrade the schools, and I'll give him

'or that. .e) li you

will recall and justify it as a means of maintaining

segregated school and not as a means of upgrading ed

ucation.

;hink he said it because he said it was

right, and if is not sufficient cause then we should

do it because it is wise.

S. : Yes, but he n tr did ... he fought the

Supreme Court decision in 195^. and I don't consider

that he gave a progressive leadership to South Carolina.

Now that is based on my reading of history, and not knowledge,

and I know during the period that I knew him, or knew of

him, and watched his activities when he v/as in the

Governors office, that he did. all the damage that he

possibly could to the Democratic Party, and whether that

was based on his (inaudible) colleges of the Democratic

Party was cl

;o be that he was working also

>ri't know, but I took it

ainst the gf>

milestones the Democratic Party v/as making at th

nationally in the field of civil rights (inaudible) and

everything else. So I am not an admirer of Jimmy Byrnes.
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question, do you think he was politically astute and

perceptive enough to realize that once the Supreme

Court acted, that that was going to be the law of the

J.S.: Well, I don't know. You see I didn't know

him well enough to comment on that, but I think that

history would tell us that he didn't give us the leader-

simple reading of history, and the con

di"felon that he left the state in legally and otherwise,

in 1950*s will tell us that we didnt get the leadership.

.js. x if he had attempted to provide the leadership,

problem in

speaking of, which is leadership to meet the

;ive . . .

Right and. progressive

Do you think it would have made any difference?

J.S.: Yes.

;he entire south?

, and I believe greatly that in

critical times the position of the leaderships sets the

"ficulties that

Alabama and Mississippi have had in the 1950's and the

1960*8 in the field of racial segragation and desegragation,

and. in therelative calm which prevailed in other southern

states. I consider that to be the Governor has set the

tone, the leadership. I draw a parallel against the

tone and leadership set by Kennedy, and the tone and the
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I think it does have a great to do with influencing

public opinion, setting the course of history and in-

your ts. And I think a positive

liked progressive vigorous attitude in favor of human

equality and dignity by Jimmy Byrnes in the 1950's would

have had a profound effect on South Carolina and the

whole south. would have made it respectable. That1

what we needed.

J.3. : Would you also agree that he would have been

the oneman in the entire south, because of his position

of Governor and his prestige of general public life, who

could have d it off?

J.S.: I think he would have come closer to pulling

it off, but I also think that he was one man who had

very little to lose. He was in the twilight of his

career, and all he had to do was leave a legacy really,

and he chose not to leave it.

J.B.i You were saying . . .

J.S.: Byrnes*s activities and programs with the

effect of the care and treatment of the mentally ill in

South Carolina because it is my understand:"

did open up that field, in South Carolina for the first

time even though it didn't reach full (inaudible) until

later on, but that he really went into the wards which

were in desperate condition, and started public focus

on the plight of the mentally ill in the central hospital.

You can check it out but I have heard that, which would be
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noble tMng on his part with no, in my opinion, political

>tivation or involvement, it was simply a humane and nobad-

;hine for him to do.

»jJ:» s riow qo you access tn nized 1;

as a Dolitical force, and where is i"

heading?

J.S.: Very small, growing, :'" :

and honorable, and sought after increasingly in a public

fashion by most politicians because although the number

nized labor in the state is small, in some ca;

s the difference . . . in s< iistricts it makes

;he difference, in some precincts, in some collection

, it makes the difference, and member two, un

organized labor often followed the lead of organized

labor in their vote . . . that's not always, but they

often do, and I think that a few politicians want to

risk a negative posture from organized labor. As a

matter of fact, most of the political figures that

I have any contact with or have any dealings with

now, number one, know who the organized labor people

are, number two, have made some kind of approach to

them., and number three in increasing numbers, it is

an open approach to them, and that is the difference

from ten years ago.

<j.x3.: TArhere do you see the Republican Party ahead.

J.S.: I think the Republican Party of South

Carolina will remain a very strong minority party

for many years. It will remain a minority party

because of the crucial issue it elected, to appeal to the
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narrow segment of people, that is whru_ .

than a broader segment of people, and I think they sealed,

their doom until they change their stamps. In our (inaudible)

staff by looking throughout the south, at Republican Governors

who have been elected., and almost without exception, they

have moderate or liberal Republicans, and not righ"

wing conservative Republicans. In South Carolina, all we

have is right wing conservative Republicans.

J.B.: Wouldn't Mills Godwin be an exception to that

at least from the image of the campaign.

J.S.: How this is Mills Godwin a more (Inaudible)

he v/as a Democrat when he ran before. I don't know what

happened up there, but I do know that Kolshouser in

North Carolina, Rockfeller in Ar >.( .ly most

them that I have known who have made breakthroughs have

done it by capturing a portion of the black vote.

J.B.: Linwood Hoiton.

J.S.: Linwood Hoiton . . . have done it by capturing

the black vote, and in South Carolina, we don't have many

Republicans who are willing to go along that line, at

least at this stage of the game. Until they have

drawn their field on that question, I don't think they

are going to be a majority party. I don't think they

are going to catch a lot of seats in the legislature,

nor the Governor's office, probably the strongest race

they would have, and the best advantage that they have

had was with a very strong incumbent ifSBfgflJH-Si

1970, and they didn't he Governor's office

then, although they came very close. I think they will
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be very strong, very vocal, but a minority party for a long

Jnless they change their attitude on this key question,

of human dignity, . . . (break in conversation)

',B. 1 What do you think the quality of thij

legislature has been.

J.S.: Well I think the destruction of ... and

'or reapportionment, and am for reapportionment and

*">. in the one man, one vote , but I believe

that the destruction of the County representation system,

is one reason for it ... that r>eor>le who had a strons

in a given county . . . the outstanding people who

had a strong base in a given county, who could win an

election relatively easy, are not wi: mg to run m

districts where they are not known in other counties,

that would have to lot of campaigning, spend, a

lot of money, you know, and that kind of thing.

J.B.: What do you think is going to be the effect

of single member districts if they come?

J.S.: I think it's going to produce the blandest

_:ion we have ever had. I think that it i

isolate a small number of blar1

little influence, I think that it is goinp to produce

a large numb?

wno are not responsive to the black voters.

I think it is going to have a detrimental eff

the quality of legislation in this state. It

ect on

1 elec

more blacks, it will elect more Republicans, but it will

also elect more conservative white Democrats, who will nc
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feel a responsibility to be responsive to a black con-

xixuency :o nav< ally no

black constituency.

)o you think they will be running as Democrats

or Republicans?

on't know. Either way it is not goin

to be any good as far as I am concerned. I'd rather

have the whole shooting match (inaudible) state wide.

I think you need a mixed constituency in order to

moderate the extreme viewpoints, and I think that if a

person is elected fron an extremely conservative district,

if he is not goinc: to be res

people in that district who need government (inaudible_}_

the underpriviledged, the people who rely on government

for substinan.ee, and we've got to help them. i am n

fan of single member districts. . . . (break in tape)

College, I was very pessimestic about South Carolinas

march to enlightenment because we were reallyy in a pre1

dark circumstance . . .

J.S.: '58, we had not a single public institution

desegragated, we had the Gressette committee standing/}>

(inaudible) th in the field of race

,n the legislature with

a very local and segragationist view point. The

came to Rock Hill in South Carolina where I was !

at the time . . . for ;ime in our State . . .

came to Rock Hill in i960 and we had a terrible upheaval

up tliexti, Lhat I worked and lived through and reported on
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for the Charlotte

in tfock Hill becau: my relationshin

with the black community and ray communication with the

black community and my reporting on those activities of

the black comraunity with respect to sit ins. I remember

being just very unhappy and very discouraged about the

whole thing, and now as I look back on it, it's amazing

to me transformation has occured in these fourteen years

has been so thorough and so complete, and I think it does

change m a short time

because foixrteen years is not a long time, and here every

where I go, blacks are sitting on boards and commissions,

rnd. every civic meeting that I go to, we always have

blacks represented, and really the last bastian of

segregation-in the State, in my view, has been in two

areas; number one is in the private clubs, and. when I

was a member of the commission of human affairs, I triec

;o do what I could to k that down, but in

analysis if people want to isolate themselves in -m-iv:

clubs, there is not much the government can do about it;

and number two in private schools, I think the govemmenet

has done what it could to by virtue of

the IRS ruling, that has been largely ineffective in

breaking private schools. So, we are finally going to

have to live with those things, but every other facet

f life that

Camdon and in. South Carolina is integrated. In Camdon,

we ego to you know, integrated parties in private homes.



We go into the bank and have black tellers, and we have

the Heart Association, and have black board members. . .

not the Heart Association, but the (inaudible) Association,

We go to the Red Cross and have black board members, and

so really the transformation in the life of South Carolina

in race relations in the fourteen years have been very

(inaudible), and it shows you how quick things can change

on a very very important question because in i960 when

those blacks marched into those lunch counters and sat

down paid boy the whole town blew up, I would have never

dreamed that fourteen years later it would be just as

routine as anything in the world.

J.B.: So you think the Voting Rights Act was the

key?

J.S.: I think the Voting Rights Act was the key

to the events (inaudible) to black people themselves.

J.B.: Plow important do you think the question of

whether or not the Voting Plights Act is d in 1975?

'.S.i I would like to see it extended, but I woult

like very much to see it extended on a nation wi re

and not have it applied to given states. I think that

wrong. thought it was wrong at the time. That did

not have any . . . that didn't diminish the positive

effects on it in the States that were included and South

Carolina was amongst them. So, it did the job, but if it

is extended and if it is going to be extended, I think

it ought to be extended on a nation wide basis, and all

sorts of discrimination every where in voting registration

and casting the ballots ought to be eliminated.




